What do you want and or expect from this series?

→ Effective communication sills
→ Confidence
→ Accountability
→ Succession planning
→ Concerns / doubts fixed
→ Engage in issues on campus
→ Unity among all groups on campus
→ More involvement
→ How to delegate responsibilities
→ Motivation
→ Accept criticism
→ Provide constructive criticism
→ Honest assessment of leadership skills
→ Improve on strengths and weaknesses
→ Balance between advisors and students
→ Check emotions at the door “emotional intelligence”
→ Realize you do not know everything
→ Other people’s opinions matter
→ Set the example
→ Lead from sidelines
→ Be open minded
→ Know when to be a leader and when to be a follower

What are you expectations for each other?

→ Feedback
→ Open communication
→ Help / aid
→ Honesty
→ Encouragement
→ Acknowledgement of others ideas and or opinions
→ Learn
Activity:

Twitter – Tweet two definitions of “leadership”

1st definition will be from text
2nd definition will be your own

#NDCLeader

Remember This:

Learning is in the struggle.

To be a good leader you need to know when to follow.